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Abstract

For many years, lasers have been used as light sources in optical communications systems. For short

distance transmission such as fiber-to-the-home applications, lasers capable of transmitting in a

dense wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM) architecture, are still expensive. An alternative

for these DWDM lasers is the use ofspectral sliced spontaneous emission sources, such as LEDs or

superluminiscent LEDs (SLED).

In this thesis, spectral slicing ofspontaneous emission sources is investigated. This is done with the

oretical models employing spectral sliced transmission, finite modulator extinction ratio, fiber dis

persion and optical pre-amplification using a fiber amplifier. The models give expressions for the

detected signal-to-noise ratio, the achievable bit error rate and received signal intensities.

The models are simulated using numerical analysis software for a number of configurations at a bit

rate of 622 Mbps. The results are given in this thesis for the signal-to-noise ratio as well as the bit

error rate simulations. The simulations were verified with experiments using WDM filters, Fabry

Perot filters and several lengths of dispersive fiber.

The last part of this thesis is devoted to direct and optical modulation of the SLED, as an alternative

for external modulation. The principle of optical modulation is used in a newly proposed architec

ture for access applications, it uses a combination of passive optical network (PON) and DWDM

architectures. One of the major advantages of this architecture is the absence of any active, wave

length specific devices, although the system uses DWDM.

The thesis ends with conclusions and recommendations on spectral sliced transmission and impor

tant system parameters.
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1Introduction

The last two decades, large spans of optical fiber have been installed for optical communication.

Fiber is chosen for its seemingly unlimited capacity (bandwidth) and small signal attenuation. In

the first years ofdeployment, optical fiber communication was used mainly for long haul transmis

sion in terrestrial and submarine transmission links. Recently, fiber-optic communications systems

have gained a larger application area for small and medium distance transmission and optical net

working. This increased deployment is attributable to the enormous growth in bandwidth demand,

improved technology and lower cost.

1.1 Spectral slicing
Traditional optical communication systems use laser light sources. The laser action is a result ofthe

laser's gain and resonance, with which it generates coherent light with a small slicing width (up to

a few MHz). Although many implementations exist, the generation of the laser signal stays essen

tially the same.

An alternative for the laser diode (LD), is the light generated by a spontaneous emission source

(SES). A spontaneous emission source generates light by the spontaneous (= non-stimulated) emis

sion of photons without using resonance. The generated signal is stochastic, and non-coherent due

to it's spontaneous emission nature, the slicing width is typically tens of nm's. Examples are light

emitting diodes (LEDs), rare earth doped fiber amplifiers like Erbium doped (EDFAs) and semi

conductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and superlurniniscent LEDs (SLEDs).

The broad slicing width ofa SES without filtering makes them less suitable for wavelength division

multiplexing (WDM) systems, where a lot ofdifferent wavelengths are transmitted through a single

fiber. Filtering the broadband sources with non-overlapping optical filters eliminates this problem

and increases usability for WDM systems, figure 1-1. This technique is known as spectral (or spec

trum) slicing, it is the subject of this thesis
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Figure 1-1. Spontaneous emission source without filtering (lower) and with filtering (upper)

1.2 Why spectral slicing?
Lasers are excellent light sources for one single wavelength and WDM systems and have been used

for many years in these systems. However it can be advantageous to use SES in these systems for

a number of reasons:

• A SES requires a less critical center wavelength and there is no need for resonance, this may
increase the yield ofproduction significantly. The much higher yield, may reducing the cost per
component severely, making it more attractive for mass deployment.

• The temperature and current dependence of a SES are much smaller than for LDs. This results
in no need for precise temperature and current control. The deployment of SES is thus a lot
cheaper and attractive for fiber-to-the-home (FITH).

• In dense-WDM (DWDM) systems, many different wavelength sources are needed. Since LEDs
have a broad slicing width, only one or several types need to be kept in stock, in contrast with
DWDM-LDs, which have a narrow predetermined wavelength.

• In a DWDM system with LD sources, the wavelength is determined by the LD and the WDM
filter. In a SES system, the wavelength is only determined by the WDM. This introduces the
possibility of choosing a wavelengths in the field instead of at the source. Dynamic wavelength
allocation becomes a possible feature.

1.3 The goal of this thesis
The goal of this thesis and research project is to investigate the use of spectral slicing in DWDM

systems for access networks. In the research project, the power penalties involved in using spectral

sliced systems with ideal and non-ideal components are explored. The system is modelled for

signal-to-noise-ratio, bit error rate and light intensities. The model includes finite modulator extinc

tion ratio, fiber dispersion and an optical preamplifier.
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The model is simulated with these components using numerical software and compared to the mea

sured quantities. Conclusions and recommendations for using spectral slicing in access networks

are extracted from the models and collected experimental data.

~-~-----_._-..._---._~-------------_ .._----, ,
, '
! 1, .
! !. ,

I !
! Dala Lambda 1 :

: Data Lambda I •- ..l

Figure 1-2. The PON-DWDM system to be explored in this research project

The system to be evaluated is shown in figure 1-2. It is a Passive Optical Network (PaN) Dense

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) spectral sliced system. The system consists of a

number of 1550 nm broadband sources (SLEDs), which are modulated with external modulators.

These time division multiplexed (TDM) signals are combined with a passive combiner, resulting in

a PaN-architecture.

The outputs of a number of combiners are multiplexed by a wavelength division multiplexer

(WDM), which slices every paN at another wavelength. The combined multi-wavelength signal is

transmitted through a length of fiber, with/without a shared preamplifier. The different wavelengths

are demultiplexed at the central office with an identical WDM and detected using PIN-diodes. The

TDM demultiplexing is done with electronics.
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2 Spectrum slicing and it's
applications

Equation 2-1.

This paragraph is devoted to a description ofspectrum sliced systems and its components. First, the

spectrum sliced system given in the previous chapter is reduced to a more simple system, which will

be used in the rest of this thesis. The second part describes the major components of the spectral

sliced system. The third part shows some developments in the area of spectrum sliced systems and

published results of experiments.

2.1 The sinlple spectrum sliced system
The previous chapter introduced the target spectral sliced system with a PON-DWDM architecture.

This system is however too large and complicated to be examined effectively. The system is

reduced to a more basic system, which includes all important properties of the original system.

Since all transmission paths from source to receiver are the same, except for the slicing wavelength,

the model described in this report uses only one wavelength and source. This is allowed because the

channels don't influence each other as long as the wavelength separation is large enough. In [1] it

is shown that the linear crosstalk in dB is given by:

(
dA,2

Crosstalk[dB] = 6 
B3)

In this equation, dA is the channel separation and B3 is the Full-Width Half Mean (FWHM) band

width. By taking the relative wavelength separation three, the crosstalk will be more than 50 dB.

The simplified system is shown in figure 2-1.

Data

I Source ~~~~;
Fiber Amplifier

Figure 2-1. A simple spectral slicing transmission system (the dotted items are optional devices)
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This simplified system behaves in the same manner as the more complicated system. A number of

key parameters will determine the behaviour of the system, these include:

• Bit rate, pulse-shape, electrical filter bandwidth and filter-shape

• Opticallinewidth, filter-shape and received power

• Fiber dispersion (function of wavelength, length, kind of fiber)

• Amount of amplifier noise and gain

• Amount of thermal noise added at the detector

2.2 The components of a spectral sliced system

2.2.1 Optical source
The spectral sliced systems in this thesis always uses broadband non-coherent sources, although

there are publications using coherent sources, these behave quite differently. The non-coherent

source is a source which emits photons generated by spontaneous emission. The spontaneous emis

sion photons are distributed with a Gaussian probability function in a finite bandwidth. Possible

sources of spontaneous emission are rare-earth doped fiber amplifiers (DFAs), semiconductor opti

cal amplifiers (SOAs), light emitting diodes (LEDs) and superluminiscent light emitting diodes

(SLEDs).

2.2.2 Modulator
The continues wave (CW) optical source signal is modulated using a modulator. This modulator

switches the optical signal on/off in the rhythm of the electrical data signal. In addition to external

modulators like LiNbOr and electro-absorption modulators, also direct modulation can be used.

With direct modulation, the drive current is switched on and off, which results in modulation of the

source. In this thesis, an external modulator is used unless otherwise stated. The extinction ratio of

this modulator isn't a function of the output signal of the source.

Key parameters for the modulator are the maximum switching rate, which determines the highest

usable bit rate, polarisation dependence and the extinction ratio (ER). The polarization dependence

may influence the transmitted power as well as the SNR for spectral sliced systems. The extinction

ratio is defined as the ratio of the power transmitted during ones and the power transmitted during

zeros.
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2.2.3 Slicing filter
The modulated source is filtered with the slicing filter. Different types offilters can be used; a wave-

length division multiplexer (WDM), a fiber Bragg-grating or a thin-film filter.

The most important filter parameters are the optical line width, the center wavelength, filter shape

and the inband attenuation. The optical line width is defined as the bandwidth between the points

where half of the maximum power is transmitted, it is called the full-width half mean (FWHM) or

3-dB bandwidth.

A disadvantage of spectral slicing is that the filter transmits only a small portion of the source

power. Much power is lost with this filtering, this loss is called the slicing loss and shown in figure

2-2.

rl I Opt;C"' Ilin ~
~ filter

Figure 2-2. Spectral slicing

This slicing loss is easily calculated for rectangle and Gaussian line- and source spectrum shapes,

with equation 2-2. For typical source widths ono nm and linewidths of 0.25-2 nm, the slicing loss

lies between 12 and 21 dB.

(
FWHMsource)

Lslicing(dB) = 10· LOG 10 FWHM.
filter

Equation 2-2.

2.2.4 Passive splitter
In chapter 1, it was shown that signals form different sources were combined using a passive com-

biner. This combiner is a non-wavelength selective device, but it has some extra loss. The splitting

ratios are often powers of two.

2.2.5 Fiber
The goal of optical communications is to transmit the signal through the fiber over a particular dis-

tance. During the travelling of the signal through the fiber, the signal is distorted in two ways. The

14



first is linear, which is most important in our system. The second is non-linear, but since the power

levels are small «20 dBm), it's influence is negligible.

Linear distortions are more profound and consist ofattenuation and dispersion, both are a function

of the wavelength. In the 1310 nm transmission band, the dispersion is nearly zero, whereas in the

1550 nm band, the dispersion is an important distortion factor. Dispersion is a linear phenomenon,

which results basically in a pulse broadening, due to variations in the light velocity as a function of

wavelength. The attenuation is 0.4 and 0.25 dBlkm for 1310 nm and 1550 nm respectively.

2.2.6 Detector and post amplification
The optical signal is converted to an electrical signal, after the transmission through the fiber. This

conversion takes place in the detector, a light sensitive diode. The signal from this photo diode (PD)

is very weak and is amplified by and electrical wide band amplifier before filtering. The filter has

two purposes, first to reduce the detector and electrical noise generated by the spontaneous emis

sion, second to reshape the received data signal.

2.2.7 Optical amplifier
Due to slicing, fiber and other sources of loss, the received signal can become so small that it is

smaller than the thermal noise power of the receiver and thus undetectable. The signal power can

be increased before detection by inserting an optical amplifier between source and detector, making

it possible to detect the weak signal reliably. The amplifier can be placed at three places in the trans

mission system, see also figure 2-3:

1. Directly after the source and modulator to boost the modulated signal, this is called a booster
amplifier.

2. The amplifier(s) can be placed in the middle of a fiber span, this is done to overcome the trans
mission losses. It is called inline amplification.

3. Just before the detector, a amplifier can be used to increase the sensitivity of the system. This is
called a preamplifier.

O,t"t", I

PreamplifierBooster

Source H> (l)
1-'-,~-,-,_o_'-'-"~~',~o-'l v-1
! I ... -...... : ).!

_~ .... : .......... ' ..,'",'1----....
-----''---'''-'-O<--;irl..~1 ' >- -"'-' - - - - i-'"

~ :" ..-/'! ,
---- I' Nt' I

!_._ 0 _. _ 0 _. _ 0_ 0 _ 0 _Io~~o~ oi
Inline amp

Figure 2-3. Positions of optical amplifier in transmission system (dotted devices can be used N times)
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The place and function of the amplifier in he transmission span are largely influenced by the ampli

fiers saturation power and noise-figure, this is explained and measured in [8]. In the rest of this the

sis, emphasis will be paid to preamplifiers, which increase the receiver sensitivity.

In addition to the amplified input signal, the amplifier generates spontaneous emission noise, which

is proportional to the gain. This noise has a negative influence on further optical amplification and

lor detection. Since the noise power is proportional to the optical bandwidth, adding an optical

bandpass filter after the amplifier decreases the received noise at the detector and it's negative influ-

ence.

2.3 Applications of spectrum slicing
Spectral slicing is a promising technique, especially for local applications. It was demonstrated in

a number of applications, ranging from short-distance access networks to long distance transmis

sion lines.

2.3.1 Spectral sliced transmission
The first publications on spectral sliced transmission stem from 1988 [2, 3]. These publications

describe ten channel 384 kbps WDM-transmission and a four channel 2 Mbps WDM-transrnission

respectively. These experiments are perfonned at 1300 nm and use LEDs as sources. After these

publications about transmission at 1300 om, a number of publications is devoted to higher bit rate

and longer distance transmissions in the 1550 om-window. Examples are [4] with 10 channels 150

Mbps over 7 kIn ofSSMF, [5] with4-l6 channels 155 Mbps over 7 kIn ofSSMF, [6] with 1channel

622 Mbps over 60 km ofSSMF and [7] with one channell.7 Gbps.

Figure 2-4 gives the capacity per channel (left) and the total transmission capacity (=bit rate *
number ofchannels) (right) vs. first year ofpublication. This figure shows the increase in transmis

sion perfonnance for spectral slicing over the years. It should however be noted, that the higher bit

rates often involve some nonlinear noise reduction.
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Figure 2-4. Capacity per channel (left) and the total transmission capacity (right) ys. first year of publication

2.3.2 Access networks
From the first publications on, spectral slicing was viewed as a great technique for access networks

and local area networks. A number of configurations have been demonstrated over the years in dif

ferent transmission windows. The 1300 nm-window in the early days, like 16 channels with 50

Mbps each [2] and 16 channels with 150 Mbps each [3]. The 1550 nm-window, like 24 channels

with 50 Mbps each [4] or 15 channels with each 155 Mbps/500 Mbps up- and downstream [5].
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3Theoretical model for
spectral slicing

3.1 Introduction
In order to predict the system performance without building the system, models are very useful

instruments. This paragraph will introduce a model for spectral slicing optical communication sys

tems. The first part of this paragraph is devoted to the calculation of detected signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR), which is an important indication for the system's potential performance. The second part

introduces the calculation of the bit-error rate (BER).

3.2 The definition of signal-to-noise ratio
Originating from analog communications, the SNR is an important indication for a system's perfor-

mance. Two definitions of SNR will be used in this thesis: the detected SNR (abbreviated to SNR)

and the detected excess noise SNR (SNRexc).

The detected SNR is defined as the ratio of average detected signal intensity squared and the aver

age detected noise intensity squared. The squaring action is a result of the way the detector converts

the intensity to an electrical signal. The noise in this SNR can have a number of origins, including

thermal and excess noise. The definition of the SNR is given in equation 3-1.

S
SNR =....!2..!.

tot N
tot

Equation 3-1.

The detected excess SNR is defined in the same manner as the detected SNR (from now on called

'total SNR'), but only the optical excess noise is used. The (electrical) thermal detector noise is

neglected. The detected excess SNR is a function of optical parameters and the electrical band

width, not of the detector noise. The detected excess SNR is a measure for the systems optical trans

mission performance, without the detector noise's influence.

This SNR can be measured when the intensities are much larger than the detector's noise.

18



The excess SNR is defined as:

SNRexc
Sexc=
N exc

Equation 3-2.

In order to measure the excess SNR at smaller power levels, one can try to use the knowledge of the

detector, to compensate for it's noise and dark-current. Equation 3-3 gives a way of calculating the

excess SNR from the total SNR. One should keep in mind, that the detected excess noise has no

Gaussian probability density function, so the calculation is not accurate for small optical powers.

SNRexc

2
I exc--=

2
Gexc

Equation 3-3.

The excess noise in spectral sliced systems is much larger than the detector noise, and thus deter

mines the limits of the system. This is the reason for paying most attention to the excess SNR in this

thesis.

In most systems, the SNR is time and pattern independent, because of the linear nature of the sys

tem. In this thesis, the SNRs are thus supposed to be pattern and time-independent. One should keep

in mind, that this is not always the case, especially when power levels become larger.

3.3 Signal-to-noise ratio models
In this paragraph, a SNR-model with increasing complexity is shown for spectral sliced systems.

To give a base for comparison, a system incorporating a laser source is treated.

3.3.1 System with a laser source
The first system, which will be modelled uses a laser as source. The system is shown in figure 3-1.

The source consists of a perfect monochromatic laser, it is modulated with an external modulator

and detected using a PIN-detector, which is the only source ofnoise in the system.

~IModulatorj C[) ~ IO/E con\erter~I Electrical filter I

Figure 3-1. Laser transmission system
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The detector's noise is dominated by the thermal noise as is shown in [10]. This thermal noise term

is given by Nth = 4KTBdR. With K is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, Be is

the electrical bandwidth and R is the equivalent resistance of the PIN-detector and post-detection

circuit (amplifier input). The SNR after detection is:

SNR Equation 3-4.

This equation shows that the SNR is proportional to the received intensity (Is) squared. It implicates

that the SNR is only limited by the optical power and can become arbitrary high. The signal inten

sity is the only system limitation in this ideal system.

3.3.2 Spectrum sliced system
In this paragraph, a simple and ideal spectral sliced system will be modelled. This system shows

close resemblance with the laser source system in the previous paragraph. The difference is the

source, which is now a spectral sliced source instead of a laser. The system is given in figure 3-2.

Spontaneous
Emission Source

Figure 3-2. Spectral sliced optical communications system

In spectral sliced transmission systems, the optical excess noise is often dominant over the detector

noise. This excess noise power after slicing and detection is given the same expression as an ampli

fier's beat-beat noise components after detection. The signal-signal and signal-beat terms are not

present due to the absence of a deterministic source (laser) in the system. The expression for the

(beat-beat) excess noise is:Nsp _ sp = I:(2Bo - Be)Be/B~.

The SNRexc for a system without modulation (and with Bo » Be) is given by:

Equation 3-5.
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In this equation, Bo is the slicing linewidth and Be is the electrical bandwidth at the detector.

In a system with a non-polarised source, the SNRexc should be multiplied by a factor m. This m is

the number of polarisations; polarised light: m = 1; non-polarised light: m = 2.

If modulation is applied, the SNRexc can become more complicated. Two different situations can

be present:

1. The electrical bandwidth is much larger than the bit rate. There will be no intersymbol

interference, this means that the optical power during a one is not spread over more than it's own

bit time. The SNRexc during the ones is equal to equation 1.4. The SNRexc during zeros is zero,

because the modulator blocks all source power.

2. The electrical bandwidth is comparable with the bit rate. Practical filters cause intersymbol

interference, when the bit rate and filter bandwidth are of the same order. The detected optical

power during the bits is spread over more than one bit period. The SNRexc is calculated in the same

way for both ones and zeros.

A method to calculate the SNRexc in this second situation is proposed in [9]: The signal intensity is

calculated by a convolution in the time domain of the modulation, the spectral sliced source and the

electrical filter.

Is = met) ® f 1(t) ® get)

The noise intensity is calculated similarly:

2 2
N sp = m (t) ® f2(t) ® g (t)

Equation 3-6.

Equation 3-7.

In these equations, met) is the modulation. The modulation consists of a pseudo-random bit

sequence (PRBS) with a certain bit rate. The electrical filter is modelled by get), which is the filter's

impulse response in the time-domain. The filtered spontaneous emission source is modelled by f1(t)

and f2(t):

Equation 3-8.
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The SNRexc can be calculated from the above equations by:

Equation 3-9.

[met) ® [1 (t) ® g(t)]2

m
2
(t) ® [2(t) ® g2(t)

Equation 3-10.

As mentioned before, the SNRexc for zeros is non-zero if the electrical bandwidth is comparable

with the bit rate.

3.3.3 System with a finite extinction ratio
The previous paragraphs modelled the modulator to be ideal. This ideal modulator is supposed to

block the signal during zeros infinitely, whereas a practical modulator will pass some light from in

to output, which gives a finite extinction ratio (ER). The extinction ratio is the ratio between the

signal during ones and during zeros:

P
ER = ..l

Po
Equation 3-11.

For a system with finite ER, the power during ones and zeros is a function of the average optical

power as well as the ER. For the case of equal bit probability, the expressions for ones and zeros

become:

2·ER
1 + ERP

av
Equation 3-12.

Equation 3-13.

Like the previous paragraph, the SNRexc can be calculated for a 'small' and 'large' electrical band

width. For the case of a large electrical bandwidth, the SNRexc for ones as well as zeros are the

same: SNRexc = Bo/2Be.

For small bandwidths, the new SNRexc can be calculated in the same manner as the previous para

graph. The powers during ones and zeros are changed from 2Pav and 0 to equation 3-12 and 3-13
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respectively, so the distinction between ones and zeros is much smaller and system performance

will be less then for infinite ER.

3.3.4 System with dispersion
When transmitting in at a nonzero dispersion wavelength region (for instance 1550 nm) and for

large spans for non-zero dispersion fiber, the calculations for SNRexc should include the effect of

dispersion. The dispersion narrows the bandwidth of the signal and spreads out the pulse energy

over more than one bit period, similar to the electrical filter. This means that more of the energy is

spread over the neighbouring bits causing system performance degradation.

The dispersion has a double penalty on the system performance now: first due to lSI the distinction

between ones and zeros is smaller (the effective ER decreases), secondly, the dispersion reduces the

optical bandwidth of the detected signal and thus the detected excess SNR (SNRexc is proportional

to Bo)'

As mentioned in the first paragraph on spectral slicing SNR, [9] introduces a method to calculate

the SNR. This paper also includes dispersion in the system, which will be added to the model now.

The influence of the dispersion is added in the source terms: f1(t) and f2(t). The Fourier transforms

of these terms including the dispersion become:

Equation 3-14.

Using equations 3-6, 3-7 and 3-10, the SNRexc can now be calculated for a system incorporating

dispersion. ~2 is calculated using the linear dispersion -~2 = DA.2/21tC and L is the fiber length.

3.3.5 System with an optical amplifier
In the previous chapter, the optical amplifier was introduced as means of increasing the sensitivity

and power budget of an optical communications system. It was mentioned that in addition to the

gain, the amplifier also produces spontaneous emission noise at the output. In this paragraph, an

analytical expression is derived for the SNRexc of a system with optical pre-amplifier, directly in

front of the detector.

The optical amplifier is presumed to be a rare-earth doped fiber amplifier, which has a carrier relax

ation time in the order of milli seconds. This is in contrast with a semiconductor optical amplifier

(SOA), which has a carrier relaxation time in the order of pico seconds. This short relaxation time
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lin
----+

results in a bit pattern and time dependent behaviour, whereas the long relaxation time does not.

This distinction results in a very different behaviour of the amplifier. In figure 3-3, the preamplifier

setup is shown. Is is the amplified and filtered input signal lin' measured at the output of the optical

filter with bandwidth Ba. The signal la is the amplified spontaneous emission noise, which is gen

erated by the amplifier and filtered by the same filter Ba.

------,,
Spectra] :
Sliced 1-:---.t

System i
______ J

Figure 3-3. The optical preamplifier with filter and detector

The optical signal intensities after filtering, la and Is are again given by equations 3-15 and 3-16.

Equation 3-15.

Equation 3-16.

With G is the gain, 11 is the quantum efficiency, e is the electronic charge, Nsp is the spontaneous

emission factor and Bo is the optical bandwidth.

At the OlE-conversion, the input signal is squared by the detector. The SNRexc is the ratio of the

squared intensity and the squared noise components: spectral sliced source noise and amplifier

nmse.

2
Is, out

N exc, out
(
GI. 1)2 (I )22B 'B ~ + 2- + 2(B - B ')B 2-s eBB a s eB

s a a

Equation 3-17.

Bs is the linewidth of the non-coherent source, Ba is the amplifier post detection filter and Bs' is the

equivalent bandwidth of the two filters [8]:

B' = 1

s ~1
B2 + B 2

s a
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A second change due to the amplifier is the change ofextinction ratio. The ER changes, because the

ASE from the amplifier adds to the ones as well as zeros. The ER after the amplifier becomes:

2ER - 
1 + ERIs + Ia

1 }ERIS + Ia

Equation 3-19.

For the special case where Ba is much larger than Bs' the SNRexc becomes, using equations 3-15

and 3-16:

Equation 3-20.

From this equation it becomes clear that the maximum achievable SNRexc is reached with a small

post-filter with a bandwidth Ba and a large input signal lin compared to la' The special case where

Ba = Bs = Bo (two identical WDMs, for slicing and at the receiving site demultiplexer), the SNRexc

becomes:

Equation 3-21.

The SNRexc for a system employing an optical amplifier is a function of the input signal but it is

always smaller than the basic system.

3.4 Definition of bit-error rate
In digital communications systems, the SNR is not the best way to measure the system's transmis

sion quality. The SNR gives an idea of the quality, but not an absolute measure for the number of

errors during transmission. Because of this shortcoming as quality indication in digital communi

cations systems, another indicator was defined: bit-error rate.

The bit error rate (BER) is the average ratio of errors and transmitted symbols or bits during trans

mission. As one can imagine, this is a much better, absolute indication for the system's transmission

quality. In optical communications systems, a BER ofless than lOe-9 (or 1Oe-12) is seen as mini-
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mum system quality. Often, the BER is put in a plot against the received average input power for a

number of configurations.

The BER is measured using a BER-testset, which is supplied by a number of commercial vendors.

The prediction of the systems BER can be done using statistical models.

The most simple models have only one noise source: the PIN-detector's noise with a Gaussian dis

tribution [10]. If the BER is to be calculated for systems incorporating optical amplifiers or other

SA sources, non-Gaussian noise is added to the detected signal. The intensity of the spontaneous

emission noise is Gaussian distributed. After the squaring action of the detector, the output signal

is Gaussian squared distributed, this is a very non-Gaussian distribution: the Chi-squared distribu

tion

The first and most easiest way to calculate the BER in this case, is to approximate the detected

signal with the Gaussian distribution, [10] can then be used in a slightly modified way. This is pro

posed in [11] and gives quite good results for broad optical filters.

The second and more accurate calculation uses the statistics of a squared Gaussian distribution,

called the Chi-squared distribution. This method is proposed in [12] and gives good results, even

for narrow slicing filters.

3.5 Calculation
In this paragraph, the calculation of the BER using [12] is briefly explained for spectral sliced sys-

tems. The explanation will be brief and only the method and results will be given, more details are

given in appendix A and in [12].

The optical signal is converted to an electrical signal by a photo-detector, most often a diode. This

diode converts the optical signal to the electrical signal with a squaring action. This electrical signal

is the analog representation ofthe baseband modulation. The first action to extract the digital infor

mation, is to sample the analog signal in time, as shown below.

Threshold

Sample points

Figure 3-4. Sampling of the analog electrical signal
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After sampling, a finite row of still analog values is the result. The digitalisation is completed by

quantisation of the analog values to discrete values, often binary. The quantisation is performed by

comparing the analog values to one (or more) threshold levels and deciding which discrete level

matches best.

In order to avoid sampling errors, the sampling moment during the bit time should be chosen when

the bit is stable. This means in practice, that the sampling should (for most non-retum-to-zero sys

tems) be done exact in the middle between the bit-transitions.

A similar optimal value should be chosen for the threshold. In practical systems, various sources of

noise are added to the analog values, which can introduce errors with quantisation. The threshold

should now be chosen to produce a minimal number of errors during the quantisation. This is often

done by experimentally trying different values.

The bit-error rate is calculated using the noise distributions of the different noise sources. These

noise sources are the thermal noise from the detector and the spontaneous emission noise from the

spectral sliced source. The probability density function (PDF) of the thermal noise limited detector

is Gaussian distributed and the PDF from the detected spontaneous emission is Chi-squared distrib

uted. The total distribution is given in the appendix in equation 3.

The BER is now calculated by finding the chances of quantisation errors for ones and zeros:

Y'h

P(xrec = 0lxsent = 1) = f WI (y)dy

Pe, 0 = P(Xrec = llXsent = 0) = f WoCy)dy

Equation 3-22.

Equation 3-23.

Yth

In this equation Yth is the threshold setting and W1> W0 are the PDF for ones respectively zeros.

The total BER is now the summation of the two probabilities:
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduced the concept of signal-to-noise ratio and bit error rate. It became clear, that

the excess SNR is a better performance indicator than the total SNR, since the last one can be largely

influenced by the detector. The SNRexc have been derived for a number of spectral sliced systems

including finite ER, dispersion and an preamplifier. The SNRexc is limited by the optical and elec

trical bandwidths of the system, this in contrast with a laser system. The SNRexc are further reduced

by dispersion and amplifiers in the system, but the later increases the signal intensity and thus the

power budget significantly.

The bit error rate is derived for a spectral sliced system. The derivation uses the knowledge of the

non-Gaussian distribution of the detected spontaneous emission noise.

In the next chapter, the models from this chapter will be used for simulations. These simulations

will be done for different spectral sliced systems with the parameters from this chapter.
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4Simulations on spectral
slicing

In the previous chapter, theoretical models have been introduced for the excess SNR in spectral

sliced systems. These models show the influence of several parameters on the system's perfor

mance. To get a better feeling for the system behaviour in particular settings, this chapter is devoted

to the results of simulations ofseveral systems, including finite ER, dispersion and optical amplifi

cation. The first part of this chapter gives details about the simulations. The second part is devoted

to simulations on the excess SNR and the last part gives BER-plots for different systems.

4.1 Simulation parameters
The simulations are performed using a numerical software package called Matlab by Mathworks.

The source code is given in appendix B. The different parts of the analysed systems are written as

functions. They are set together in a mother-function, which calls to all the sub-functions.

In order to reduce numerical inaccuracies, part ofthe calculations have been performed analytically,

as is shown in this paragraph.

4.1.1 Optical filter
The bandpass characteristics of the optical filter are modelled by a baseband Gaussian shape, this

is in close conjunction with the used Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) WDM filters. The spon

taneous emission source is assumed to have a flat spectrum in the filter's passband. This is true if

the filter linewidth is much smaller than the emission bandwidth of the source (tens ofnm's), which

is the case in our system. The Gaussian profile is defined as:

1 (n2
"pen) = --exp --

J2ica 2a2
)

With (j and FWHM in THz:

Equation 4-1.

a FWHM

J81n(2)
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4.1.2 Electrical filter
The electrical filter is modelled with a ideal Bessel filter. This filter has a linear phase response and

causes little intersymbol interference in contrast with lots ofother filters, like the raised cosine filter.

The filter is described by:

(
1 ( CO '\2'\ .

G(co) = exp -In(2) COo) ) exp(-JcoTo) Equation 4-3.

With To is a filter time constant and (00 is the -3 dB cut-off frequency:

To = _1 JO,5· (2n-1) ·In(2)
COo

Equation 4-4.

The (00 (and To) are chosen by the system designer. This choice has a number of consequences for

the system:

• The bandwidth is inversely proportional with the SNR, so a large bandwidth decreases the SNR
significantly.

• A small bandwidth can distort the detected pulses with lSI, because it's time constant is to large
and is can't keep up with the slopes. This produces spontaneous emission noise during zeros,
even when the ER is infinite (figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1. SNRexcland ER vs. electrical bandwidth nonnalised to the bit rate
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This means that one has to find some optimum: small enough for the required SNR, but large

enough to avoid significant lSI.

4.1.3 Data source
The modulation is modelled by a pseudo random bit sequence (PRES) on a baseband signal. The

modulation originally consisted of rectangle shaped bits, but this gave problems with the numerical

Fourier transforms. The solution for this problem was to smoothen the edges by using raised cosine

functions for the bits, as is shown in the figure below. The finite extinction ratio can easily be mod

elled into the pulse pattern.

All simulations and measurements are performed at a bit rate of 622 Mbps unless otherwise stated.

Raised cosine bits

Squared bits

lime

Figure 4-2. Bit patterns with square bits (lower trace) and raised cosine bits (upper trace)

4.2 Signal-to-noise ratio
In this paragraph, the simulated SNRs are shown. First, the SNR for a laser source with PIN-diode

detector is given. Next, the excess SNRs of several spectral sliced systems are given.

The SNRexc for zeros is defined in the same way as for ones (previous chapter). This SNRexc for

zeros has less meaning, because it will be influenced largely by the zeros intensity, which changes

strongly with the ER. In systems with a large ER, the power of the zeros and the amount ofsponta

neous emission noise are very small. In such a system the performance of errors in sent zeros will

be mainly determined by the thermal noise and not by the spontaneous emission noise.
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4.2.1 Simple laser system
The SNR for a laser source system is quite different from the spectral sliced systems. This is a result

of the absence of spontaneous emission in spectral sliced system, the only significant noise source

is the thermal noise from the PIN-detector. The SNR in laser source systems is a function of optical

power, as is seen in the previous chapter. For a typical PIN-detector with low impedance electrical

amplifier, Nth = O"th2 = le-12 or le-14 are typical values for 622 Mbps. FOr such a system, the

detected SNRs are given in the figure below. Pav is the average received power for equal bit prob

abilities in dBm.
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Nth =1e-14
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10°
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Figure 4-3. SNR for a system with laser source and PIN-diode detector (watch the axis)

It is obvious, from the theoretical model in the previous chapter and the figure above, that the SNR

can be made arbitrary large as a function of the received power.

4.2.2 Simple spectrum sliced system
In this paragraph, the excess SNR is simulated for a simple spectral sliced system. As contrasted

with the previous chapter, the excess SNR in spectral sliced systems is limited by the optical line

width and electrical bandwidth ratio and is in general not a function of the received power. Figure

4-4 gives the excess SNR as a function of the optical linewidth (given by the Full-width Half Mean

FWHM) for a number of bit rates. The electrical filter is the Bessel filter, width a bandwidth of

O.75*bit rate. The figure shows that the SNR increases linearly with the opticallinewidth and is
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inversely proportional to the bit rate, as could be expected from the models in the previous chapter.

The SNR for the zeros is non-zero due to the pulse spreading of the Bessel-filter.
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Figure 4-4. Received excess SNR vs. slicing linewidth for different bit rates

4.2.3 Finite extinction ratio
The finite extinction ratio (ER) means that there is a relative small distinction between the one- and

zero-levels, compared to the ideal case, where the zero-level is zero. This means in practical situa

tions, that the decision maker will make more errors during decision on noisy signals. Since the

noise in spectral sliced systems is large, a small ER has a large influence on the system performance.

The ER is no function of the slicing width.

The next figure shows the influence of a finite ER on the power levels and the SNR. The excess

SNR plotted in the figure is normalised to the SNRexc for an infinite ER. The SNRexc for zeros is

not given in this plot, because it grows more than a order ofmagnitude, this was explained in a pre

vious chapter. This SNRexc doesn't affect the performance much, because the signals are much

smaller than for the ones.

The increase in SNRI is a result of the decrease in signal intensity. When the ER is very large, the

intensity for ones is almost twice the average power (for equal bit probabilities). For a small ER,

the intensity of the ones is almost equal to the average received power, so the intensity varies

between the once and the twice the average power. Since the amount noise is constant, the SNRexc

changes a factor of two.
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Figure 4-5. SNRexc for ones, II and 10 as function of ER

4.2.4 System with dispersion
In the previous paragraphs, the systems had no significant amounts of dispersion. This can be due

to transmission at a low dispersion wavelength (for instance 1310 nm for standard single mode

fiber), special low dispersion fiber or short distances. In contrast, transmission that relates to the

1550nm window, dispersion will become very significant. Because spectral slicing uses 'broad'

slices compared to a laser, dispersion is an important issue even at relatively low bit rates. The

effects ofdispersion are modelled in the previous chapter. The dispersion in combination with a par

ticular slicing width manifests itself in a number of counterbalancing ways:

• The SNR is proportional to the linewidth, so a larger linewidth has a positive effect on the SNR.

• The dispersion is proportional to the linewidth. More dispersion introduces more pulse-spread
ing in the time-domain and thus more lSI

• The SNR is also inversely proportional to the dispersion. The dispersion decreases the SNR for
a given opticallinewidth and electrical bandwidth.

A large linewidth has a positive as well as a negative implication on the SNRexc and signal intensi

ties. This can be seen in the figures 4-6 and 4-7, which show the detected SNRexc and signal inten

sities (Is) for a number of fiber lengths as a function of the opticallinewidth. The SNR increases

with the slicing width, as stated. But the more dispersion (product ofslicing width and fiber length),

the more the less steep it increases. The intensities are no function of the slicing width, when no
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dispersion is present. But with increasing dispersion (slicing width times fiber length), the received

ER decreases significantly. The sent ER is infinite and the electrical bandwidth is 0.75 bit rate.
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Figure 4-6. Detected SNRexc vs. the linewidth for a different fiber lengths

The increasing SNRexc for zeros seems strange, but it is a result of the increasing ER, as was

explained in the beginning of this paragraph.
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Figure 4-7. Received signal intensities vs. linewidths for a number of fiber lengths
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4.2.5 System with an optical amplifier
This paragraph gives the results of simulations for a system employing a fiber optical amplifier.

This amplifier is used as preamplifier in front ofthe detector to boost the signal power. The previous

chapter showed that the SNRexc decreases by adding an amplifier, this effect is shown in figure 4

8. The output signal is an summation of the amplified input signal and the ASE, this is shown in

figure 4-9, where the normalised output signal is shown as a function of the input signal. The nor

malisation is the ratio ofoutput signal and gain times input signal gain, the larger the ASE and thus

the more influence on the SNReXC' but also the larger the output signal.

The influence of the post-filter (Ba) is visible in the SNRexc plot as well as the output intensity plot.

In the SNRexc plot, the SNRexc for the broad filter is about 70% of that with a filter equal to the

slicing filter. The SNRexc for a system with amplifier and post filter (Ba) equal to the slicing filter

is 0.7 times smaller than without filter, this is a result of the cascading oftwo equal broad filters.

The simulations use as amplifier parameters: G = 23 dB, Nsp = 3.8e-2 mW/nm.

200 ,-----------,,------,----------,-----,------,.----,----,-------,------,-----,,,
SNR

[_] 180

160

Figure 4-8. SNRexc for system with and without amplifier ys. slicing Iinewidth

On the left side of figure 4-9, the output intensities for ones and zeros are given for a 30 nm and a

2 nm post-amplification filters. This figures shows that above a certain threshold, the amplifier's

output signal is proportional to the input signal. Below this threshold, the output intensities are

determined by the amplifier's ASE. The right sight ofthe figure shows the SNRexc at the amplifier's
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output for the two filters. These SNRexc show similar results to the intensities; below a certain

threshold, the SNRexc change significantly. For the small filter, the SNRexc decreases to a lower

value, for the broad filter, it increases to a larger value, as could be expected from the theory.
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Figure 4-9. Nonnalised amplifier output signal YS. average input signal

No simulations are done with ER finite, dispersion and preamplifier. Results of such simulations

can be gotten from combining the penalties and adding up the results.

4.3 Bit error rate
In this paragraph, the BER-curves are computed for a number of systems. These are the same sys-

tems for which the SNRexc was calculated in the previous paragraph. The BER plots are shown from

Ie-4 to Ie-15, in order to give an realistic impression of the performance. A simple laser system

The SNR is for a laser system is given in the previous chapter. The BER can't be calculated with

the method introduced in that chapter. The BER is calculated a method described in [8], which is

commonly accepted for laser systems without amplifiers, but with Gaussian detector noise. The

noise variance is take a realistic value of le-12 for 622 Mbps. This seemingly low value is a result

of the use of a low impedance electrical amplifier without pulse reshaping.
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Figure 4-10. BER-curve for a laser system with PIN-diode

The figure above shows the BER-curve for the laser system. The picture shows that the BER can

become very low ifthe power is large enough, no BER-floor is visible. A BER of le-9 is reached

at a average power level of -23.65 dEm.

4.3.1 An ideal spectrum sliced system
The performance of the most simple spectral sliced system is shown in this paragraph. The system

has ideal components and no significant dispersion. The BER-curves for 622, 1244 and 2488 Mbps

are shown in the two figures below. Severallinewidths are simulated are shown for a BER up to le-

15.
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Figure 4-11. BER-curve of a ideal spectral sliced system for severallinewidths at 622 Mbps
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Figure 4-12. BER-curves for severallinewidths at 1244 and 2488 Mbps

A few remarks can be made from the plots above:

• All the plots show BER-floors (horizontal BER-curve), which means that the BER has a mini
mum regardless of the average received power. This is a result of the finite SNR for spectral
sliced systems in contrast with laser systems.

• All three plots look the same, but the linewidths change. This could be expected by the formula:
SNRexc == Bo/2Be. From this other bit rates and linewidths can be derived.
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• The power penalty (BER: le-9) to a laser is about 1.5 dB in the best case, but can become arbi
trary high.
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Figure 4-13. Power needed (solid) and spare power (dashed) for 1e-9 ys. slicing width (Psource = 8 dBm)

The left side (solid line) of the figure above shows the minimal received power for a BER of le-9.

The right side (dashed line) shows the power budget that is left open for modulation, losses, etc.,

when the slicing loss is taken into account. The source power is +8 dBm and the source bandwidth

is 30 nm, the bit rate 622 Mbps.

4.3.2 Finite extinction ratio
The finite extinction ratio ofa modulator can have a large influence on the performance ofa system.

In the next plots, the spectral sliced system is modelled with a non-ideal modulator (finite ER). The

left side of figure 4-14 shows BER-curves for modulators with infinite, 20 dB, 10 dB and 5 dB

extinction ratio. It is apparent that a large ER has little noticeable influence, but ERs smaller than

10 dB degrade the system performance and/or power penalty severely. The figure shows also the

rise of the BER-floor for small extinction ratios.

The left side of the figure shows the penalty for a system with 4 nm linewidth, smaller linewidths

don't allow a 1e-9 BER for a ER of 4 dB.
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Figure 4-14. BER for several ERs (linewidth: I nm) and power penalty vs. ER

4.3.3 Systems with dispersion
Paragraph 4.2.2 showed, that the SNRexc as well as the signal intensity are largely influenced by the

dispersion. The influence of signal dispersion is a strong function of the slicing linewidth. In this

paragraph, the results of simulations on dispersion in spectral sliced systems is shown.

In the next figure, the power needed for a Ie-9 BER is shown as a function of slicing linewidth for

a number offiber lengths. This figure shows, that the dispersion penalty is larger for larger for larger

linewidths, as could be expected from the theory. It can be concluded, that a linewidth of approxi

mately 1 nm will work fine up to 50 km.
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Figure 4-15. Received power needed for le-9 BER vs. slicing linewidth for several lengths of fiber

Figure 4-16 can be used to design a spectral sliced system, when the source/modulator and receiver

are known. This figure presumes a 30 nm broad spontaneous emission source with a certain output

power. The figure shows the total loss that is applicable when the source is spectral sliced and trans

mitting through a length of fiber. The total loss includes slicing loss (0 Ian plot), dispersion loss and

fiber loss (0.25 dBlkm).
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Figure 4-16. Dispersion penalty for different linewidths as a function of the fiber length

The non-spectral sliced system without fiber should be set up. The BER-curve as a function of

received power should is then measured, which results in the available power budget. The figure

above is then used to find the maximum amount of fiber and optimal slicing width which can be

used with this available power budget.

4.3.4 Systems with an optical amplifier
In paragraph 4.2.5, the SNRexc and intensities were calculated for spectral sliced systems with an

optical fiber amplifier. The fiber amplifier is used to boost the signal before detection as preampli

fier.

Figure 4-17 shows five different BER-curves for spectral sliced systems with 2 nm linewidth. The

bends are a result of numerical inaccuracies. The first BER-curve shows a system without an optical

amplifier. The second and third curves use an amplifier with 23 dB gain and 30 nm respectively 2
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run post-amplification filter. The last two curves on the left show the BER-curves for 30 dB ampli

fier gain and 30nm respectively 2 run post-amplification filter.
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Figure 4-17. BER-curves for a system with optical amplifier

The figure shows that the le-9 BER sensitivity improvement for using the amplifier with 23 dB gain

is between 3 and 6 dB. The sensitivity improvement with a 30 dB amplifier gain is 11 to 16 dB.

4.4 Conclusions
The SNR of the spectral sliced system is mainly determined by the excess noise from the source,

this is in contrast with a laser system, where the detector is the main noise source. The excess SNR

is mainly determined by electrical and optical bandwidth and filter shapes. For a system with finite

ER, the SNR increases a little, but the distinction between ones and zeros decays much faster. Dis

persion adds a power penalty in two ways, first the SNRs decrease. Secondly, the ER decreases due

to the dispersion induced intersymbol interference. For a 622 Mbps bit rate, the dispersion penalty

is only modest for the SNR as well as the intensities.

Systems with an optical preamplifier have a certain threshold, it is a result of the spontaneous emis

sion generated by the amplifier. Below this threshold, the performance decreases fast due to the

added noise. Above the threshold, the noise is small compared to the signal and the system works

fine. The amplifier's gain and post-filter have much influence on the performance. Smaller filters

or higher gain have a positive influence on the sensitivity.
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The bit error rate (BER) for spectral sliced systems is bound the finite excess SNR, this is in contrast

with a laser system, where the BER can become arbitrary low. For a 622 Mbps system with ideal

components, a slicing width above 0.3 nm will give good results (BER-floor < le-12). For higher

bit rates, the slicing width has to increase linearly with the bit rate for the same performance.

A finite extinction ratio will cause a power penalty. This penalty is small « I dB) for a ER larger

than 10 dB, smaller ERs will cause significant power penalties and unsatisfactory system perfor

mance.

The dispersion penalty for 622 Mbps, lengths below 50 kIn and slices smaller than 2 nm are less

than 2 dB. This means that for access networks, the penalty is only small compared to the slicing

penalty (at least 10 dB).

The amplifier influences the SNR negatively, but the intensities very positively. The total result is

that the receiver sensitivity increases up to 16 dB, but the BER-floors can raise a bit. This is the

penalty for using an amplifier and gaining a much more sensitive receiver.
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5Measnrenlents and
experiments

After the simulations in the last chapter, in this chapter, a number ofmeasurements on spectral slic

ing are described. The first paragraph is includes some measurements on many ofthe systems com

ponents like the source, modulator, filters and OlE-conversion. The second paragraph gives

measured SNRs for five different filters en different lengths offibers. The third paragraph gives the

BER-curves for the filters and fiber lengths and compares the curves.

5.1 Components of the spectral sliced system

5.1.1 Spontaneous emission source
The spectral sliced system used in the experiments uses a superluminiscent light emitting diode

(SLED) from Optospeed (SLED l550D lOA). This SLED has an output power of approximately 7

dBm and the peak emission wavelength (As) centered around 1552 nrn. The 3dB-bandwidth is 30.9

nm, the 6dB-bandwidth is 44.4 nm and the lOdB-bandwidth is 58.1 nrn. The output spectrum is

shown in figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. The output spectrum of the SLED
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5.1.2 Modulator
The modulator is a LiNb03-modulator from JDS-Uniphase, working according to the Mach-

Zehnder principle. This modulator needs a driver, that can deliver a swing of 3.5 Volt for maximum

extinction ratio. This modulator is bias-free, which means that only a voltage swing is required, not

an offset. Since no such large swing driver was available, an offset was used to get a larger extinc

tion ratio, the voltage swing was 2 Volt. The attenuation and extinction ratio for several offsets is

shown in the table below.

Offset M AU. [dB1 ER [-1
no mod 9.5 -

0 13 3.6
-0.2 14.6 4.6
-0.4 16.2 5.8
-0.6 18 7.6
-0.8 19.5 11.4

-1 22.9 16.7

The large initial attenuation is mainly a result of material loss, the two fiber-chip couplings, the

polarisation effect (3 dB) and the modulation (3 dB).

5.1.3 Slicing filters
In the experiments in this chapter, a number of different filters have been used. This first kind are

Fabry-Perot filters. These have a Lorentzian-shaped pass band, which passes relatively much power

because of the low attenuation out-of-band characteristic. The second filter-type was the Arrayed

Waveguide Grating WDM, which have a very steep fall-off. In the table beneath are the slicing!

filter losses given as measured with the SLED source. The passbands for the filters are shown in

figure 5-2, left the WDM-like filters, right the Fabry-Perot type filters.

Linewidth [nm] Type Loss [dB]
0.255 DWDM 26.8

0.55 DWDM 21.2
1.25 DWDM 18.56
0.6 FP 25.6

2 FP 17.1
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Figure 5-2. Bandpass characteristic of the WDM and Fabry-Perot filters

5.1.4 Detector and electrical filter
The detector used in the experiments is a HP 11982A Lightwave Converter. This lightwave con-

verter uses a PIN-diode as a detector and a 50 Ohm low-impedance electrical broadband amplifier

with a II GHz bandwidth. The noise power for the lightwave converter at 622 Mbps, Ndet = 6e-13

W2 [13].

Because the electrical bandwidth needs to be accurately specified for the spectral sliced system, a

post-detection filter is used. This is a Mini-circuits SLP-550 lowpass filter with a 3 dB bandwidth

of 570 MHz. The response to one bit and a PRES is given in the figure below.
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Figure 5-3. The lowpass filter's response to one bit (left) and a PRBS (right), original signal below
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The left part of the figure shows that the response is longer than the bit time, this may cause lSI as

is shown in the right part. The right part shows that the eye diagram has double 'eyes' (lSI) because

of the long response time, giving sub-optimal performance to the system.

5.1.5 Polarisation
An important parameter in spectral slicing is the number of polarisation states. The polarisation is

of direct influence on the SNRexc as can be seen from the expression SNRexc = (2-DOP)Bo/2Be,

where DOP is the Degree Of Polarisation. The DOP is 0% if both polarisations are equally strong

present in the signal, the DOP is 100% ifthe signal is fully polarised. The expression for the SNRexc

shows that the SNRexc can change by 3 dB by changing the amount of polarisation.

The measured DOPs for a number ofcomponents used in the spectral slicing system is shown in the

table below.

Component DOP
SLED 100 mA 7.70%
SLED 200 mA 22%
SLED 300 mA 33.60%
SLED 400 mA 38.90%
SLED 500 mA 42.10%
Modulator 99.30%
Fiber (40 km) < 1%
EDFA 1.10%

5.2 Signal-to-noise ratio measurement
The setup for measuring the SNR is shown in figure 5-4. The source signal is twice amplified to

compensate for the slicing- (about 12-20 dB), modulator (about lOdB) and fiber losses. The

detected and filtered signal is displayed on the sampling oscilloscope.

Figure 5-4. Measurement setup for measuring the SNRexc

In order to measure a SNR that is close to the SNReXC' the detected signal and the spontaneous emis

sion noise have to be much larger than the thermal noise (lsignal > -10 dBm). The SNR is measured
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with the histogram function on the oscilloscope, as is shown in figure 5-5. The oscilloscope can cal

culate and show the average power and sigma of the ones or zeros on the screen using the histogram

function.

I.owr Llllllt ••4,7'500 IIV • a.all!..,....,
f \ ~ l f <_! , _" c -,

; 1

Figure 5-5. Eye diagram of detected 2 nm spectral sliced signal with histogram function.

Figure 5-5 shows the noise distributions for a detected spectral sliced signal. The 'zero' -distribution

shows two peaks, due to the electrical filter characteristic, as shown before. This influences the

SNRs for ones will be given.

The SNRexc has been tried to measure in the way described above. The results of these measure

ments are shown in the table below. It is important to know that these numbers are only an indica

tion of the SNRexc, since the results were reproducible only to a small degree. The measured

SNRexc changed from one measurement to another by more than 20%! The' 1.2 om WDM'- and

part of the '0.25 nm WDM' -column show an increase in SNRexc with an increasing length of fiber.

This increase was measured several times for this filter. It is contrary to the theory and the author

isn't able to explain it.

0.25 nm WDM 0.6 nm WDM 1.2 nm WDM 0.6 nm FP 2.0 nm FP
okm 46 84 123 120 215
13.2 km 44 85 130 121 185
24.4 km 47 63 132 117 109
37.6 km 47 66 138 96 81

Table 5-1. Measured SNRs as function oflinewidth and fiber length
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The table shows that the SNR decreases with the linewidth as well as with the fiber length, this is

in agreement with the theory. It should be noticed, that the SNR for the 1.2 nm linewidth increases

with the fiber length (verified with more measurements), the author isn't able to explain why.

5.3 Bit error rate llleasurement
The BER is measured using the HP 71600B BER-measurement tester. The setup is shown in figure

5-6 and consists ofa transmitter part, the fiber, a receiver part and the BER-measurement tester. The

optional 2 nm filter can be used to pre-slice the source power in a small band, the saturation power

and gain are then used more effectively to amplifY the signal in the smaller slice. This extra filter

has no significant impact, because it's much broader than the 0.25 or 0.6 nm slice and it has a very

slow fall-off due to it's Lorentzian shape. The power meter displays the power, which is equal to

the received power. The receiver uses an EDFA as a preamplifier and a course-WDM filter (30 nm)

to reduce the EDFAs spontaneous emission.

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------j
3 dB 1 i

VaL atl. ~~~-+:--.I Isolator t---!-----,--~

! I
1 ----------------------------------------------- ..:

Receiver

Transmitter
r o -'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-' ._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._',

irsI:EDL j-2~~-~ Opt. filter H-:--~""'--"'"
!~ filter:! 4 1 j
..._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._,_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.J

Figure 5-6. Measurement setup for measurement of the HER-curves

The BER-curves are measured for the five filters described previously. The results of these mea

surements are shown in figure 5-7. The BER-curves are plotted as a function of average received

power, measured before the pre-amplifier. During the measurement, the threshold is adapted for

optimal performance. After this threshold tuning, because of the threshold steps are 10 mY, the

preamplifier current (and thus gain) is adapted for best performance.
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Figure 5-7. BER-curves for severallinewidths

The figure above should be interpreted as follows: a very large power budget is supposed to be

available, the received power now gives us a way to compare the needed power for a particular

BER. This thus gives an indication for the penalty that is paid for using a particular linewidth.

The WDM BER-curves in the figure above show, that in order to have satisfactory results, a line

width of at least 0.6 nm is needed. The 0.25 nm linewidth has an error floor at approximately 1e-7.

The 1.2 om linewidth gives the best results compared with the other WDM-filters, as could be

expected from the theory. The FP BER-curves both show satisfactory results, a BER of le-9 is

gained without problems and the power needed for this BER is less than for the WDM filters. The

performance difference can be understood from figure 5-2, the passbands of the FP filters decay

much less resulting in a larger effective bandwidth. The results are not as good as the simple simu

lations in figure 4-11, this can be attributed to the finite extinction ratio of the modulator and the

use of an optical preamplifier.
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The BER-curves are also measured for a number of fiber lengths with -16 ps/nmIkm (chromatic)

dispersion. The BER-curves for the WDM and FP filters are shown in figure 5-8 and 5-9 respec

tively.
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Figure 5-8. BER-curves for the WDM filters for a number of fiber lengths
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Figure 5-9. BER-curves for the Fabry-Perot filters for a number of fiber lengths

The figures above show that the slicing filters shape and linewidth highly influence the dispersion

penalty. The WDM-filters have a low dispersion penalty compared to the Fabry-Perot filters. This

can be understood by looking at the filter shapes, the Fabry-Perot filters have much more out-of

band transmission, thus more dispersion influence. It is also clearly than broader filters (with the

same shape) have a much larger dispersion penalty, as could be expected from the theory. The dis

persion penalties vary from 2 dB to more than 10 dB for the different filters. These measurements

suggest to use medium width (0.7 - 1.2 nm) WDM-filters when transmitting through more than 20

krn of fiber.
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Figure 5-10. BER-curves vs. nonnalised received power (nonnalised to 1 nrn)

In figure 5-10, the BER-curves are given for normalised received power, which is power per nm.

The power penalty of small slices is double: small slices give a worse SNRexe' so more power is

needed to compensate for this. Second, because less power is transmitted by the slice (higher slicing

loss), more power is needed for equal received power. This is a more fair comparison, because now

a certain source is taken as a starting point for calculation instead of the received power in figure 5-

7.

5.4 Conclusions
The system, which has been examined uses a SLED as source with a LiNb03 modulator. This mod

ulator polarises the light significantly l decreasing the SNRexe a lot. It also exhibits a large loss, this

decreases the power budget of the total system significantly.

Unfortunately, it wasn't possible to measure the SNR reliably (error up to 20%). But the SNRs are

close enough to the theory, to conclude that the theory gives a good indication. The measured values

for 0.25,0.6 and 1.2 nm WDM filters are approximately 45, 70 and 125. The theoretical values are
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30, 60 and 120, which are within the 20% measurement accuracy limit except for the 0.25 nm. The

SNRs decrease with the amount of fiber employed in the system, except for the 1.2 nm slicing

width.

The BER is measured much more reliably then the SNRexc and with a reasonable accuracy. From

the BER measurements it becomes clear, that for 622 Mbps transmission using this system, one

needs at least a 0.6 nm linewidth (WDM-filter). A larger linewidth works better, but the power pen

alty due to dispersion becomes larger. Up to 40 km of fiber, a linewidth of 0.6-1.4 nm works fine.

The Fabry-Perot filters have a much less steep fall-off, so the linewidths should be reduced for sim

ilar performance.

The results of the theoretical model and simulations show a close resemblance with the measure

ments. The simulations predict a BER le-9 for a slicing width of at least 0.2 nm, without optical

amplifier and with an infinite ER. When taking into account an ER between 6 and 10 dB, the small

est slicing width becomes about 0.4-0.6 nm. This matches with the measurements, where slicing

widths of 0.25 and 0.6 nm give error floors at le-7 and Ie-II respectively. The power penalty

between 0.6 nm and 1.2 nm slicing width are within 2 dB of theory and measurement.
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6Alternative modulatioll
techniques and architecture

In this chapter, two alternative modulation techniques are described: electrical direct modulation

and optical modulation. These modulation techniques form an alternative to the external modula

tion which was used in the experiments in the previous chapters. The second part of this chapter

introduces a new architecture for optical access systems, which uses optical modulation.

6.1 Alternative modulation techniques
In this paragraph, electrical direct modulation and optical modulation are described. These tech-

niques have a number of advantages over the external LiNb03-modulator, which was used in the

experiments. Direct and optical modulation don't polarise the light, where as the LiNb03-modula

tor does. This polarising effect reduces the transmitted power and detected SNR for dual polarisa

tion sources. Second, the modulator introduces extra coupling and waveguide losses. Third, the

modulator costs several thousands of US Dollars and since every user needs one, the system's cost

is increased significantly. Direct and optical modulation are much can be used for a much lower

cost.

6.1.1 Electrical direct modulation
The output power of a laser, SOA or SLED is proportional to the current which drives the device.

By changing the driver current between different values, the device can be modulated accordingly.

This concept is called Electrical Direct Modulation (EDM) and is often used in conventional lasers.

The costs are very low as only a simple driver integrated circuit (IC) or bias-tee needs to be added

to the SOA or SLED.

6.1.2 Optical modulation
In a SOA or SLED, spontaneous emission is generated in every part of the device and amplified in

two directions. The device's gain is a function of the amount of power saturation (and thus the

power in the device). By injecting an optical signal in the device, the degree of saturation can be

changed and thus the device's gain and output spontaneous emission power are changed. By mod-
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ulation ofthe optical input signal, (directly modulated laser) the spontaneous emission output power

is modulated inversely to this pattern. The input signal is separated from the generated spontaneous

emission by a circulator or 3dB-coupler, which attenuate the output signal somewhat.

Modulated
Spontaneous
Emission

ISOA/SLEDj- I ·
Dat~

Modulated
Spontaneous
Emission

Equation 6-1.

Figure 6-1. Optical modulation using a circulator (left) or a 3dB-coupler (right)

A possible limitation of both techniques is the existence of a finite carrier relaxation time or spon

taneous emission time (ts)' which is inversely proportional to the carrier density. This finite time

constant may limit the modulation frequency, because it limits the time needed for the transitions

between bits. The carrier density in a spontaneous emission device is much larger than in a laser, so

the maximum modulation frequency is more easily be reached.

6.1.3 Model
The model used in this paragraph, is taken from [14] and is used to model SOAs, which behave quite

similar. Because the device is supposed to be short compared to the bit length (= group velocity

times bit time), the parameters exhibit no significant longitudinal-dependence.

The spontaneous power produced at the output is a given by equation 6-1. It is a strong function of

the carrier density n.

n
Psp = (G -l)--nsp2hv

n-nO

In this equation, G is the device's gain, no is the carrier density at transparency, nsp2 is the popula

tion inversion parameter, h is Boltzman's constant and v is the light frequency.

The carrier rate equation [14] gives an expression for the carrier density as a function of the light

intensity (I) and the device current density (J), as is shown in equation 6-2.

dn n I J- = - - - A (n - no) - + - = C + C . 1+ C . J
dt 't g hv ed 1 2 3

5
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In this equation, 1"s is the carrier relaxation time, Ag is the differential gain coefficient, e is the elec

tronic charge and d is the active layer thickness.

In equation 6-2 it can be seen, that both the current and light intensity can be used to change the

carrier density. Since the coefficients Cz and C3 in front of I and J respectively are different, they

behave different on the 'same' signal as will be shown in the next paragraph.

6.1.4 Measurements
The SLED is characterised by measuring the output signal as a function of the driver current and

the injected light signal. The results of those measurements are shown in figure 6-2. They give a

good indication on the potential ofmodulation.
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Figure 6-2. Measured spontaneous emission vs. injected power (left) and driver current (right)

When comparing the two graphs, it can be noticed that the influence of the driver current modula

tion is much larger than of the injection power modulation. When using electrical modulation, it is

relatively easy to get an extinction ratio beyond 15 dB, where as it is hardly possible to get the same

result using optical modulation, which was experimentally verified. For lower driver currents, the

SLED can be modulated with a larger ER with the same input signal. However, the output signal

with this smaller driver current is much smaller.

Another important parameter is the maximum modulation frequency. It is determined by the carrier

lifetime and the package (for electrical modulation) among others. The maximum modulation fre-
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quency is measured for the optical and electrical modulated SLED using a network analyser and

high-speed OlE-converter, as shown in figure 6-3. Figure 6-4 shows the results of the measure

ments, the electrical modulation is limited by the package to about 1 GHz, where as optical modu

lation is not limited up to 2.5 GHz. This limitation may be a result of the finite carrier life time or

the maximum modulation frequency of the used laser, where the second reason is the most likely.

Current r---'-+=-----,

Source

Network ~In!!!......,,=---__==== ~
analyser

Figure 6-3. The measurement setups for optical (left) and electrical direct modulation (right)

j··----t-~-4·-····1 3 GHz 300 KHz ----..-

5 dB/div

300 KHz

Figure 6-4. Bandwidth of the optical (left) and electrical (right) modulated SLED

The next paragraph will describe a new architecture for access networks, which takes advantage of

the optical modulation described in this chapter.

6.2 A low cost TDM-PON-WDM architecture
The technique of optical modulation described in the previous chapter, gives an excellent opportu

nity for remote modulation of a spontaneous emission source. In this paragraph, such an architec

ture is be proposed.

6.2.1 Architecture
In the proposed architecture, shown in figure 6-5, every user has a directly modulated laser. Each

laser is modulated during certain time slots, which is determined by a Time Division Multiplexing
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(TDM) Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol. The modulated signals from a number of user

lasers (here eight) are combined with a passive combiner, making a Passive Optical Network (PON)

architecture.
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o
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Figure 6-5. The proposed TDM-WDM access architecture

The architecture consists of a number of those PON systems, where each PON system is used for

optical modulation of a SLED. The modulated SLED signals (here eight) are spectrally sliced with

a DWDM, giving each SLED it's own slice and WDM channel

The spectrally sliced SLEDs are transmitted through a fiber and amplified by an EDFA. An identi

cal WDM demultiplexes the slices and these signals (eight) are detected with PIN-detectors. The

data signals are time demultiplexed electrically.

6.2.2 Measurements
The architecture is tested to verify it's usability as a practical system. In most tests only one channel

was used to reduce the number of components needed, except for the crosstalk test.

The following components were used in the 622 Mbps system: Coming 100 GHz spaced, 8-channel

WDMs with a free spectral range (FSR) of 12.3 nm. The laser was a 4 dBm DFB laser with direct

3 Volts peak-to-peak modulation. The fiber between the two WDMs is 8.7 km of dispersion flat

tened fiber (DFF), because of the broad spectral range of the WDMs and SLED. The fiber near the

user was 2.3 km of standard single mode fiber (SSMF) and the SLED had 8 dBm peak power and

a 3dB bandwidth of30 nm.
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Figure 6-6 shows the received eye diagram of the 622 Mbps pulse sequence at sampling oscillo

scope screen after the inverting electrical amplifier. The ones are recognizable on the lower part of

the screen by the substantial intensity noise. The zeros on the upper part are characterised by the

smaller intensity noise. The received extinction ratio is between 2 and 3, measured without the AC

coupled amplifier.

-
---'2_~ (,)5--·_ ••••-=.::+ -_H'5m-'pst'ifi'~---'~'----

00.00 mV/dl\l

Figure 6-6. The received eye diagram after the inverting AC-coupled amplifier

Figure 6-7 shows the received bit error rate curves measured with a 223-1 PRBS for 622 Mbps. The

back-to-back line is measured with no large lengths of fiber in the system and acts as a baseline for

comparison. The '8.7 kID DFF'- and '8.7 kID DFF + 2.3 kID SMF'-lines show the BER-curves for
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the system with 8.7 km ofDFF between the WDMs and without respectively with 2.3 km SSMF

near the user as shown in figure 6-5.

BER curves
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Figure 6-7. The received BER-curves for 622 Mbps, with and without fibers

The system without fiber shows no error floor needs -43.5 dBm received power for a BER of 1e-9.

Compared to this curve, the power penalty at 1e-9 is 1.6 dB and still there is no error floor visible,

although the line is less steep. The line including the 2.3 km of SSMF shows overlaps most of the

line with only 8.7 km ofDFF. The last point of the line near 1e-9 can be an measurement error or

an error floor, but considering the theory, the first reason is probably the most likely.

In figure 6-8 the baseline is again given and compared with a setup with three channels to examine

the crosstalk penalty. From the spectrum offour channels in figure 6-9, it becomes clear, that nearly

all linear crosstalk comes from the neighbouring two channels. The channels most closest to the

target channel have most overlap with the target channel and will cause nearly all crosstalk penalty.

The measured BER-curves are shown as function ofthe single channel received. The power penalty

is 1.8 dB compared to the back-to-back line and an error floor at approximately 1e-12 is visible.
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BER curves crosstalk
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Figure 6-8. The received BER-curves with and without crosstalk
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Figure 6-9. The received power spectra of four WDM channels

6.2.3 This architecture compared to PON or WDM architectures
A well known architecture is the passive optical network (PON) architecture. It uses a passive com-

biner, to combine time division multiplexed (TDM) signals from a number of lasers to be able to
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use one fiber for more users. The wavelengths of the lasers are non-critical and are more or less

equal. Major disadvantages are:

• The transmission bit rate is proportional the desired bit rate per user times the number of users.
With many users and high user bit rates, the total bit rate can become very high.

• The power attenuation due to the passive splitters can become very large with many users.

Both disadvantages are not or less present when the proposed architecture is used. Because individ

ual PONs are multiplexed onto different wavelengths, the power loss is less and the TDM multi

plexing rate is much smaller.

A second much used architecture uses wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). In this architec

ture, all users have a separate wavelengths allocated for them. Major disadvantages ofsuch an archi

tecture is:

• The number of different lasers is equal to number of wavelengths. These lasers are expensive
because of their specific wavelength and all have to be hold in stock for defects.

• The lasers have to be stabilised in temperature and current very tightly, in order not to disturb
the transmission. This introduces the need for extra electronics.

Both these disadvantages are solved in the new architecture, because no active wavelength specific

devices are needed. The lasers operating wavelength is not critical at all and the SLEDs have a very

broad spectrum, making their exact wavelength not critical.

A disadvantage of the proposed architecture is that there are active components in the field: the

SLEDs. They need power and have to be reachable for service once in a while. This disadvantage

can be reduced seriously by colocation of the SLEDs with the first WDM, which need to be tem

perature controlled (power needed) anyway.

The advantage of this scheme is illustrated with the following example:

64 users with 75 Mbps each

paN:

WDM:

64 time slots; 64 lasers, receivers and electronics at 4800 Mbps

passive combiner attenuation: 18 dB

64 wavelengths; 64 different lasers in stock at 75 Mbps
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TDM-WDM: 8 time slots; 64 non-critical lasers and receivers at 600 Mbps

passive combiner attenuation: 9 dB

and 8 wavelengths; 8 identical SLEDs

6.3 Conclusions
Direct electrical and optical modulation of spontaneous emission sources are good alternatives for

external modulation. Direct modulation is very cheap and a very large extinction ratio can be

reached, the package may limit the maximum modulation frequency. Optical modulation is also a

good alternative for external modulation, but to reach a high extinction ratio, the optical input signal

has to be quite large. The maximum modulation frequency is at least 2.5 Gbps.

Optical modulation can be used for new architectures with remote modulation as introduced in this

chapter. The architecture combines the benefits of a PON (cheap, identical lasers) and WDM (rel

atively low modulation rate, low attenuation) architecture. The architecture uses simple off-the

shelf components with high fabrication tolerances and has been demonstrated for 64 channels, 75

Mbps each. It uses no active wavelength specific components, the WDMs determine the channels.

A disadvantage is that active components (the SLEDs) need to be located in the field. This disad

vantage can be reduced by colocation of the SLEDs at the first WDM, which needs power for tem

perature control.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis, the technique of spectral slicing was explored. This research project and

thesis result in a number of conclusions, which are given in this chapter.

There are fundamental differences between systems with a laser and spontaneous emission

source. These differences are a result of the non-Gaussian nature of the received spontane

ous emission noise. One important difference is the finite SNR of spectral sliced systems;

it isn't a function of the received power as in laser based systems. To fully understand the

behaviour of spectral sliced systems, a different view on the systems has to be taken.

Spectral sliced transmission uses a spontaneous emission source, which power spectrum is

narrowed with the slicing filter. This results a power loss between 12 and 20 dB, called the

slicing loss. Another penalty is the low and finite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is a

result of the spontaneous emission nature of the source and severely limits practical appli

cation.

Choosing a broad slicing filter results in a decreased slicing loss and an increased signal

to-noise ratio. Broad slicing filters however, conflict with the wish for many channels in

the limited source bandwidth. A broad slicing filter also results in a large dispersion pen

alty, since this penalty is proportional to the slicing width and fiber length. A lower bit rate

results in an inversely proportionally larger SNR and a lower dispersion penalty.

In this thesis, only PIN-diode detector was used for OlE-conversion, which is a rather

insensitive device. A preamplifier needs to be used to increase the power budget signifi

cantly and allow smaller slicing widths. The amplifier can be inserted before the demulti

plexer, making it is shared by all users.
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The measured 622 Mbps bit error rate-curves in this thesis, show an optimal slicing width

of 0.6-1.4 nm for fiber lengths up to 40 km.

The SNR and BER models presented, have proved to give a quite good idea of the limita

tions of the spectral sliced systems. Since the SNR wasn't possible to be measured very

accurately, the validness of this model alone can't be assured. The total model (combina

tion of BER and SNR models) gives quite good results, when compared with the measure

ments. The influence of different parameters like finite ER, dispersion, preamplifier filter

and noise agrees quite good with the measurements. An error margin of about 2-3 dB

should be taken into account.

An increase in the system's performance can be gained by using a different modulator (here

LiNb03), which is polarisation independent and has a lower loss. This will result in an

increased SNR and larger power budget. Electrical direct and optical modulation have

proved to be valid alternatives. Electrical direct modulation can be deployed very cheaply

and with a good ER, but the maximum modulation frequency can seriously be limited by

the packaging. Optical modulation gives smaller ERs, but can be used at high modulation

frequencies.

The thesis ends with a newly proposed access PON-WDM architecture. This architecture

uses TDM and WDM, where the WDM is implemented using spectral slicing. One SLED

is shared by a number ofusers, which are only transmitting with a laser in a certain timeslot,

these lasers optically modulate the SLED from the remote location. A major advantage of

this architecture is that no active wavelength specific devices are used. The system has

proven to be working with good results at a BER smaller than le-9.

Summarising, spectral slicing looks like an interesting alternative for lasers, especially in

local applications. The cost of deploying spectral slicing are much less than for (DWDM)

lasers and their application is less critical as long as the power budget isn't the limitation.
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Appendix A: BER calculation

In this appendix, a derivation ofthe calculation of the BER is given for spectral sliced systems. The

method is based on [12], but adapted for spectral sliced transmission. Only the general outline is

given in this appendix, for more information [12].

The system that will be used in the derivation is given in figure A-I. It consists of a spontaneous

emission source with modulator and the slicing filter. The output of this combination is the modu

lated spectral sliced source signal, Isp' This optical signal is detected with the OlE-converter, which

transforms the intensity Isp into an current and adds thermal noise. The output signal of the detector

is filtered with a low pass filter, the output of this filter will be called y.

y}--__+--_~ Lowpass
filter

OlE-converter
Optical 1-_I-"sP'---t---l~

filter
Spontaneous

emission source

Figure A-I. Spectral sliced system used in the modelling of the BER

The total received power after filtering is a summation of the detected signal and the thermal noise,

which is added by the detector. This gives the expression:

Y = I sp + Yth Equation A-t.

Yth is the thermal noise power and is given by an integration over one bit time of the noise intensity.

The thermal noise is a random variable, with a Gaussian distribution and a variance (Jth'

Yth Equation A-2.
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The probability density function for y is derived from the detected noise distributions in [12]. This

expression is simplified and becomes:

W(y)
M exp(F(u = uo»
I
sp (d2F'

21t 
2

du )u = U o

Where Uo and F(s) are defined as, with M is the SNR at sampling time:

2 ( 2,O'th 2 O'th
M-· u + y-M- u -I = 0I 0 I 0 sp

sp SP)

Equation A-3.

Equation A-4.

Equation A-5.

1.0.1 Error probabilities
Now that the PDFs are known, the BER can be calculated. The BER is calculated by integrating

both PDFs over an interval that will give a minimal number oferrors, figure A-2. The PDF for ones

is integrated from minus infinity to the threshold to get the errors for ones. The PDF for zeros is

integrated from the threshold to infinity to get the errors for zeros.

r\
! \

I \
I \/ \ i\

; \ / \
/ \ / \

~ -y,-- "'---

Figure A-2. The eye diagram and their PDFs.

The error probabilities for ones and zeros (s = 0,1) respectively are:

y,

Ps(Yth) = P(b = sib = s) = fWs(y)dy

Y2
With boundaries for zeros: YI = inf, Y2 = Yth and for ones: YI = Yth, Y2 = -info
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The integrals in equation A-6 are calculated using the PDF in equation A-3. This results in an error

probability of:

Equation A-7.

With:

Equation A-S.

The total BER is detennined by the bit probabilities and the error probabilities:

Equation A-9.

1.0.2 Threshold
In the previous paragraph, it was stated that the threshold should be set to a point where the total

BER was minimal. This can be detennined by recursive calculation of the total BER for different

threshold-values. In the text below, a different approach is described.

Ifthe bit probabilities are equal, the BER is equal to the two error probabilities divided by two. The

minimum ofthis equation is found by differentiation. The result is W1(Yd) = WO(Yd), where yd is

the optimal threshold. The optimal threshold is thus found.
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Appendix B: Matlab source

function [m, ml, m2] = source(dt,Tb,word,ER)i

% Generates the mOdulation signal with PRBS
% [m, ml, m2] = source (dt,Tb,word,ER)

%

%

dt = sampling time [s]; Tb
word = bit sequence[-]; ER

bittime [s]
extinction ratio [dB]

ER=lOA(ER/IO);
N= round (Tb/dt) ;

Nword = length (word) ;
Ntot = N*Nword;
ml zeros(l, Ntot);
m2 = zeros(l, Ntot);

for i = 1: Nword
for j = 1: N

ml(j+N*(i-l») word(i);
end

end
Nroll = 2*round(N/4);
rolldown(l: Nroll) = 0.5 - 0.s*cos(2*pi*«(1: Nroll)+Nroll)./(2*Nroll»);
rollup(l: Nroll) = 0.5 - 0.s*cos(2*pi*(1: Nroll)./(2*Nroll));
m = ml;
m2 = ml;
for i = 1: Nword-l

if(word(i) == 0 & word(i+l) == 1)
ml(N*i+l-Nroll/2: N*i+Nroll/2) rollup;
m2(N*i+l-Nroll/2: N*i+Nroll/2) rollup;

elseif (word(i) == 1 & word(i+l) == 0)
ml(N*i-Nroll/2+1: N*i+Nroll/2) = rolldown;
m2(N*i-Nroll/2+1: N*i+Nroll/2) = rolldown;

elseif (word(l) == 1 & word (Nword) == 0)
ml(l: Nroll/2) = rollup(Nroll/2+1: Nroll);
ml(Ntot-Nroll/2+1: Ntot) = rollup(l: Nroll/2);
m2(1: Nroll/2) = rollup(Nroll/2+1: Nroll);
m2(Ntot-Nroll/2+1: Ntot) = rollup(l: Nroll/2);

elseif (word(l) == 0 & word(Nword) == 1)
ml(l: Nroll/2) = rolldown(Nroll/2+1: Nroll);
ml(Ntot-Nroll/2+1: Ntot) = rolldown(l: Nroll/2);
m2(1: Nroll/2) = rolldown(Nroll/2+1: Nroll);
m2(Ntot-Nroll/2+1: Ntot) = rolldown(l: Nroll/2);

end
end

if ER -= 1
ml (2.1 (l+ER) + (2*ER-2).1 (ER+l) . *ml);
m2 = (2./(1+ER»).A 2 + (2*ER-2)./(ER+l)).A 2 .*m2);

else
ml
m2

end

2*ml;
4*m2 ;
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function [GI, G2] = besselfilter(f, fo, order);

% Electrical Bessel-filter
% [GI, G2] besselfilter(f, fo, order)

% f = freq [Hz]; fo = 3dB bandwidth [Hz]
% order = filter order [-]

w 2*pi*f;
wo 2*pi*fo;

To sqrt(O.S*10g(2)*(2*order-I))/(wo);
GI exp(-(w./wo) .A 2 .*10g(2) ./2);
G2 sqrt(2/(8*pi*10g(2)))*wo.*exp(-(w./wo).A 2 .*10g(2)/4);

function [FI, F2] GaussianFilter(f, FWHM, z);

% Gaussian optical filter
% [FI, F2] = opticalfilter(f, FWHM, z)

%

%

f
z

freq [Hzl; FWHM = optical slicing width [nml;
fibe length [ml

w 2*pi*f;

c 3e8;
ld I.SSe-6;
sm = 2*pi*c*FWHM./(sqrt(8*10g(2))*ld. A2);
b2 = 16e-6*ld. A2./(2*pi*c);
tau = b2*z*Sffi;

if z == 0

Fl 2*pi*ones(I,length(f))./(2*pi);
F2 4*pi*pi*sqrt(pi) ./(4*pi*pi*sm) .*ones(l, length(f));

else
Fl = exp(-O.S*(w.*tau).A 2 );

F2 = sqrt(pi) .*exp(-O.2S*(w.*tau) .A 2 ) ./sm;
end

function [Sout, Nout] amplifier (Sin, Nin, FWHM, G, Psp, Ba, Be)

% Amplifier model
% [Sout, Noutl = amplifier(Sin, Nin, FWHM, G, Psp, Ba, Be)

% Sin = input signal ; Nin = input noise sigma
% FWHM = slicing width [nml; Psp amplifier noise
% Ba = post amp. filter [nm]; Be = electrical bandwidth [Hz]

Ba Ba*12SeI8;
Bo FWHM*12SeI8;

Ia Psp;
Bs 1./sqrt(I./Bo. A2 + 1./Ba. A2);

Sout Bs./Bo.*G.*Sin+Psp;
Nout G. A2*Nin.*Bs./Bo + 2*G*sqrt(Nin.*2.*Be./Bo) .*Ia.*Bs./Ba + 2*(Ia./Ba) .A 2 .*2*Be*Ba;
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function [minx, maxx] findminmax(x, word)

% Finds the min and max of x, which is derived from word
% [minx, maxx] = findminmax(x, word)

Nword length (word) ;
Ntot = length(x);
N = Ntot/Nword;

onebit = -1;
for i = 1: Nword-2

if (word(i) == 0) & (word(i+1) 1) & (word(i+2) 0)
onebit = i+1;

end
end
if onebit == -1

error('geen losse bits in deze sequence');
end
[maximum tdl max(x((onebit-1)*N+1: onebit*N));

teller1 = 0;

tellerO = 0;

onex = 0;
zerox = OJ

for i = 1: Nword
if word (i) == 1

teller1 = teller1 + 1;
onex = onex + x((i-1)*N + td);

else
tellerO = tellerO + 1;

zerox = zerox + x((i-1)*N + td);
end

end

minx
maxx

zerox/tellerO;
onex/teller1;
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function out = waveform(br, ER, z, fname)

% Calculates the signal intensities and SNRs
% The avarage sO, sl, SNRO, SNR1 are calculated
% out = waveform(br, ER, z, fname)

% br = bitrate [bps]; ER [dB]
% Z = fiber length [m]; fname = filename

my 1;

FWHM = 2e-9;

Nprbs = S;

% number of polarisations
% slicing width [m]

Tb = l/br;
dt = Tb/100;
word = PRBS(Nprbs);
N= round(Tb/dt);
Nword = length(word);
Ntot = N*Nword;

f = (-Ntot/2: Ntot/2-1)/(Ntot*dt);
[m m1 m2] = source (dt, Tb, word, ER);

M1 = fftshift(fft(m1));
M2 = fftshift(fft(m2));
[G1 G2] = besselfilter(f, 0.7S*br, 4);
[F1 F2] = GaussianFilter(f, FWHM, z);
S = Mlo *Flo *G1;
No = M2.*F2.*G2;
s = abs(ifft(S));
n = abs(ifft(No));
snr = my./2.*(s.A 2 ./n );
[snrO snr1] = findminmax(snr, word);
[sO sl] = findminmax(s, word);

save (fname, 'FWHM', 'sO', '51 1
, 'snrO', 'snrl')j

clear;
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function out = waveform_fwhm(br, ER, z, fname)

% Waveform for a number of optical bandwidths
% out waveform_fwhm(br, ER, z, fname)

m_p = 1;
FWHM = O.le-9: O.OSe-9: 2e-9;

Nprbs = 5;

Tb = l/br;
dt = Tb/100;
word = PRBS(Nprbs);
N= round(Tb/dt);
Nword = length (word) ;
Ntot = N*Nword;
Nfwhm = length (FWHM) ;

f = (-Ntot/2: Ntot/2-1)/(Ntot*dt);
[m m1 m2] = source (dt, Tb, word, ER);

M1 = fftshift(fft(m1»;
M2 = fftshift(fft(m2»);
[G1 G2] = besselfilter(f, O.7S*br, 4);

for i 1: Nfwhm
[F1 F2] = GaussianFilter(f, FWHM(i) , z);
S = Ml.*Fl.*G1;
No = M2.*F2.*G2;
s = abs(ifft(S»);

n = abs(ifft(No);
snr = m-p./2.*(s.A2./n);

[snrO(i) snr1(i)] = findminmax(snr, word);
[sO(i) sl(i)] = findminmax(s, word);

end

save (fname, IFWHM', 'sO', '51', 'snrO', 'snrl')i
clear;
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function out = wavefor.m_amp(br, ER, z, fname)

% Waveform for system with amplifier
% out = waveform_amp (br, ER, z, fname)

my 1;

P = logspace ( - 8, - 4, 40);
FWHM = 2e-9;
Nprbs = 4;

Ba = FWHM;
G = 1000;
Psp = 3.8e+4*Ba;

Tb = l/br;
dt = Tb/l00;
word = PRBS(Nprbs);
N= round(Tb/dt);
Nword = length(word);
Ntot = N*Nword;
NP = length(p);

f = (-Ntot/2: Ntot/2-1) / (Ntot*dt);
[m ml m2] = source (dt, Tb, word, ER);
Ml = fftshift(fft(ml));
M2 = fftshift(fft(m2));
[Gl G2] = besselfilter(f, 0.75*br, 4);

for i 1: NP
[Fl F2] = GaussianFilter(f, FWHM, z);

S = P (i) . *Ml. *Fl. *Gl;
No = P (i) . A 2 . *M2 . *F2 . *G2 ;

s = abs(ifft(S));
n = abs(ifft(No));
[sa, na] = amplifier(s, n, FWHM, G, Psp, Ba, O.75*br);

snr = my./2.*sa. A 2./(2*na);
[snrO(i) snrl(i)] = findminmax(snr, word);
[sO(i) sl(i)] = findminmax(sa, word);

end

save (fname, 'pi, '50', Isl l , 'snrO', lsnrll)i

clear;
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